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Maguey Hammock: A Weaving of Resistance and Persistence in Puerto Rico
By Soraya Serra Collazo

Textiles are primary technology to almost all societies. Puerto Rico and the Caribbean are no exceptions. There is an object that has been weaved in the region since pre-Columbian times and it is still passing through the fingers of local artisans. Hamaca, an invention of the American inhabitants, is an indigenous voice incorporated into many languages. It was in the Caribbean, where Europeans saw its utility, and it was quickly incorporated as the best way of sleeping in their transatlantic voyages. Its production has spread throughout the world and today it is made in many countries. In Puerto Rico hammocks have been weaved from cotton and maguey for at least five centuries. Although the commercialization of all handmade maguey hammocks has become difficult after the introduction of industrially made hammocks, there are still local artisans holding up the tradition. Esmeralda Morales Acevedo is one of them.

Maguey

“Maguey” and “hammocks” have been holding hands from long ago. Maguey, a monocotyledonous plant from the Agavaceae family (now Asparagaceae) is native to America, with some species endemic of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean.

---

1 Puerto Rican and Caribbean History doctoral student at Centro de Estudios Avanzados de Puerto Rico y el Caribe.
to the Caribbean.\textsuperscript{3} For their strong and flexible fiber some are identified as textile plants.\textsuperscript{4} Among them the \textit{Furcraea tuberosa}, a maguey with long and intense green leaves ending in a long spine at the top and smaller spines along the borders. Its inflorescence, coming from the plant center, can grow to a height of up to 7 meters. It takes almost 20 years to bloom pale greenish/whitish flowers, the seed are small aerial bulbs. Although native to the Caribbean, it has been reported in only a few Puerto Rican municipalities including San Sebastian,\textsuperscript{5} where Doña Esmeralda was born and taught how to extract maguey fibers and make hammocks. It is the maguey species she use for her work.\textsuperscript{6}

Archaeological evidence from Mexico and the Southwestern United States demonstrate maguey use as food and fiber in ancient times.\textsuperscript{7} The perishability of organic materials and the environmental conditions of the tropics do not allow the conservation of textile objects. This is the reason for the lack of archaeological evidence for textile technology and production in the Caribbean. Although from a Barbados precolonial site a grinder has been reported as used for maguey fiber extraction.\textsuperscript{8} Evidence of maguey used by Caribbean pre-colonial inhabitants can also be extracted from the early colonial chronicles. \textit{Pita} and \textit{cabuya}, are terms also used by them to refer to agave plants.\textsuperscript{9} Fernandez de Oviedo in his 1526 account mentions the use of maguey for hammock making.\textsuperscript{10} It is also mentioned by Christopher Columbus in his diaries as a fiber being used for that same purpose.\textsuperscript{11}

Since then, Maguey fiber continued to be produced and used as prime material for the subsequent centuries. Evidence is scattered but documents from 16\textsuperscript{th} Century Real Hacienda in Puerto Rico include entries for \textit{cabuya} related to hammocks.\textsuperscript{12} French naturalist Andre Pierre Ledrú came to Puerto Rico by the end of the eighteenth century and mentioned the existence of maguey, using the term “pita”, as a common plant from the sandy and rocky coastal lands.\textsuperscript{13}

From the second halve of the Ninetieth Century interest in maguey production spread out in the Caribbean probably as an alternative to cotton crops. By that time at Cayo Romano, between Cuba and


\textsuperscript{5} Acevedo-Rodriguez and Mark T. Strong. Monocotyledons, 122.

\textsuperscript{6} Thanks to Tamara Heartsill Scalley, Ecologist from USDA Forest Service, for the contact with Pedro Acevedo-Rodriguez, Research Scientist and Curator at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, who identified the agave used by Esmeralda.


\textsuperscript{8} Rogers. “A Taxonomic Revision”, 227-228.

\textsuperscript{9} Manuel Alvar Ezquera, ed. \textit{Vocabulario de Indigenismos en las Crónicas de Indias}. (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones de Indias, 1997), 58.

\textsuperscript{10} Alejandro Tapia y Rivera. \textit{Biblioteca Histórica de Puerto Rico que contiene varios documentos de los siglos XV, XVII y XVIII}. (Puerto Rico: Imprenta de Márquez, 1854), 62-63; Rogers. “A Taxonomic Revision”, 228.

\textsuperscript{11} Fray Iñigo Abbad y Lasierra. \textit{Historia geográfica, civil y natural de la isla de Puerto Rico}. ed. José Julián Acosta (San Juan: Imprenta y Librería de Acosta, 1866), 473.

\textsuperscript{12} Aurelio Tanodi, comp. \textit{Documentos de la Real Hacienda de Puerto Rico, 1510-1545}, Vol. II, (San Juan: Centro de Investigaciones Históricas Universidad de Puerto Rico, 2009), 90-91.

Grand Bahama, there were maguey crops for fiber commercialization following the example from Mexico. The Dominican Republic was interested in developing a similar industry. Apparently Puerto Rico also had the same interest. A well-known sugar plantation in Puerto Rico, the Serralles family Hacienda Mercedita in Ponce, by mid-1880 experimented with English machinery for maguey fiber extraction.\footnote{José Ramón Abad. \textit{Economía, Agricultura y Producción}, ed. Andrés Blanco Díaz (República Dominicana: Archivo General de la Nación, 2012), 69-86.} By the same decade Ramón Emeterio Betances, a local abolitionist, experimented with it in Cabo Rojo with a fiber production venture called “Ramire”.\footnote{Ramón Emeterio Betances, “Carta a Lola Rodríguez de Tió,” \textit{Revista del Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña}. No.3. (April-June 1959): 43.} The maguey interest during the period was even depicted in a short story by Salvador Brau called “Juan Petaca” (c. 1910) where the main character was a Puerto Rican maguey agriculturist who migrated to Mexico.\footnote{Salvador Brau. “El cuento de Juan Petaca” in \textit{Lugares Imaginarios}. Accessed July 11, 2014. http://lugaresimaginarios.wordpress.com/2012/11/25/el-cuento-de-juan-petaca/.}

By 1930’s photographs from the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration\footnote{Federal Agency established by United States President Franklin D. Roosevelt executive order 7057, May 28, 1935, with the goal to fight poverty and unemployment in Puerto Rico. It was on function until 1955.} depicting objects from an exhibition, at a Vocational school, identified maguey as the material used for their construction (Figure 2).\footnote{Luis Muñoz Marín Foundation Historical Archive, Photographic Archive, PRRA file.} Also other images of products from the Industrial Development Company Textile Division include maguey objects. It is probably that local farmers were providing vocational schools and Textile Division with the prime material or importing them from neighboring islands like Cuba, Dominican Republic or even from Mexico. But Puerto Rican toponymy reflects the presence of maguey in the Island, many \textit{barrios} are named as Maguey and Magueyes\footnote{Plural for maguey.} even an island from our archipelago is named \textit{Isla Magueyes} (Figure 3). Probably for the existence of the plant in the region or maybe for the production of the fiber.

\begin{center}
\textit{Figure 2. Carpet (left) and other objects (center and right) made using maguey fibers at Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company Textile Division and local Vocational Schools. Luis Muñoz Marín Foundation Historical Archives, Photographic Archive, PRRA File.}
\end{center}
Hammock

On the other hand we have hammock. It is one of few textile tradition from Pre-colonial times still weaved in Puerto Rico today. Its use has been commented in almost every recount from the Spanish conquest onward. Cristopher Columbus diaries have many references to hammocks. Spaniard chronicler father Las Casas in his Historia de Las Indias includes a detailed description for hammock weaving.\(^{20}\) Its presence in daily life for colonial times has been documented since the Sixteenth Century. As early as 1515 cotton hammocks were made for sale at the Mona Island.\(^{21}\) Documents from the 16\(^{th}\) Century Real Hacienda includes many entries for hammocks, most of the time mentioning cotton as the raw material. In other instances there is no mention of the fiber they were made, although probably made out of maguey, but it will be difficult to point out. In those same documents there are references to hammocks with or without cabuya\(^{22}\) probably referring to the maguey rope used to hang them. During the indigenous uprising of 16\(^{th}\) century in Puerto Rico Spaniards were sent to control them. The documents report that hammocks were included as spoils of war brought by soldiers and civilians who participated on those expeditions.\(^{23}\)

During 18th Century hammocks use has been reported by Spanish officials and the clergy as means to claim the laziness of local people. A stigma was attached to them for the following centuries. By now hammock use has spread over all social classes, from the campesino to the Hacendado.\(^{24}\) Abbad y Lasierra in his 1776 recount mentions the use of hammocks as the only furniture and sleeping implement at the country side bohios; as a resting place for the tired agriculturist on the field; the resting and sleeping tool used by travelers to the interior of the island and as the place where women from the upper class rest and smoke while servants take care of their home.\(^{25}\) French naturalist Ledru ten years later, in

\(^{20}\) Las Casas, Historia de las Indias, 226.
\(^{21}\) A letter to the Catholic Spaniard King from Friar Damián Lopez de Haro mention a visit to Mona Island to place an order for cotton hammocks. Abbad y Lasierra. Historia geográfica, 96, 315.
\(^{22}\) Hammocks are mentioned at least 38-40 instances in the Real Hacienda inventory entries. Tanodi, Documentos, 35-42, 78, 89-91, 103, 106-107, 114, 125-126, 156, 164, 167, 175, 179, 183, 192, 194, 213, 222, 740-741, 748, 769.
\(^{24}\) Muchacha durmiendo en hamaca, 1782-1786 by Spanish painter Luis Paret y Alcazar (Museo del Prado Collection), was made after returning to Spain from Puerto Rico where the author was exiled for a few years by the end of the 18th Century. It is probably a scene from Puerto Rico.
\(^{25}\) Abbad y Lasierra. Historia geográfica, 46, 146, 212, 282, 311, 403, 407.
1797, echoed the Fray and also mention this piece of furniture as responsible for local laziness. In the 19th century Puerto Rican intellectuals were interested in local customs and traditions as a way to point out the island backwardness and the need to head to a modern and prosperous future leaving behind old customs. They included hammocks in their essays also mentioning them in a very similar way as their 18th century counterpart carrying on its laziness stigma.

By the mid-20th Century in Puerto Rico a populist government created the Institute for Puerto Rican Culture to foment and recreate cultural identity. They organized and promoted cultural festivals, artisan fairs and markets dedicated to specific cultural objects. A National Hammock Festival has been celebrated annually since 1981 by the first weekend of July at San Sebastian, known as the “hammock crib”. Born from a communitarian base cultural group, Casa Pepiniana de la Cultura promotes the manufacture and use of hammocks. Local artisans gather at the festival, most of them making cotton hammocks with imported cotton cordage. In 2009 I visited the festival for the first time looking for artisans making maguey hammock to interview. I asked each weaver I saw if they worked with maguey. The answer was always the same, “I don’t but there is an artisan named Doña Esmeralda, she works with maguey”. After receiving the same answer several times I changed my question and started to look for Esmeralda. She was the only hammock maker at the Festival that year, and for the subsequent years, who has all handmade maguey hammock for exhibit and sale. However this last summer there was another artisan, Eustaquio Alers, exhibiting a maguey hammock.

Doña Esmeralda and maguey hammock

Leonarda Morales Acevedo better known as Doña Esmeralda, performs every step: she gathers the maguey leaves, extracts the fiber, spins, weaves and sells the final product. Esmeralda’s family has played an important role. Her ancestors passed down their knowledge and her children have learned to weave hammocks. Although her children help at different stages of maguey processing she is the only one performing the whole process. As an attempt to preserve this ancestral tradition in 2011 a documentation project started with the financial support from the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture. Once a week for a month we followed Esmeralda with a digital camera, a video camera, microphone, paper, pencil and asked many questions as she performed each step of fiber processing and hammock making.

---

26 Ledrú. *Viaje a la isla*, 113.
30 Maternal and paternal side of her family.
Esmeralda collects maguey “pencas.” Images by Jessica Almy Pagán.

Esmeralda looks for wild maguey plants with pencas (maguey leaves) in its perfect gathering stage. She started at her own barrio Robles but has needed to extend her gathering arena. Gathering pencas has become more difficult each time since wild maguey plants are difficult to find. Esmeralda has a family network for maguey plants seekers, keeping an eye for magueys on the road to led Esmeralda to new locations. After carefully selecting pencas she cuts them using a machete (Figure 4). With a pickup truck her older son Pito helps to take them home.

The Pencas are cleaned from spines and cut down vertically following fiber alignment into two or three inch strips (Figure 4). Once all are cut down she has two ways to extracting the fibers. If someone with the strength to pull is available she ties up a rope to a tree or pole, one of the pencas strip is tied to the other end of the rope, in a way that when pulled, the leaf epidermis is removed and only the fibers are left. If she needs to do it by herself she places a wood piece with a smooth surface in a slant and scrapes the maguey leaf strips until epidermis is removed (Figure 5). The last method is slower and less efficient than the former but if no one is available to help, scraping is the method she uses. The fiber is cleaned with water to remove the excess of a soapy itchy substance and placed in a line to dry.

Once dried she takes small portions of fiber placing them into a humid towel in order to prepare it for spinning. In her living room a nail in a door frame serves as “spinning tool.” She places a small amount of fiber and starts spinning to create a fine rope that she calls cabuya, a three to four millimeters in diameter single “Z” ply fiber. Esmeralda spins with her left hand as taught by her mother. In order to maintain the consistency of the cabuya width and strength she rarely delegates this task.
One *braza* is a measurement she made from hand to hand with extended arms equivalent to 1.6 meters more or less. When 25 of this *brasas* of spun fiber are ready, it can be converted to a *mazo de cabuya*, when 25 *mazos de cabuya*, 1,000 meters are ready, weaving begins. At her bedside a loom is ready to be used. It consists of two vertical metal poles parallel to each other attached to floor and ceiling. A perpendicular pole placed at the top provides loom stability (Figure 6). Also serving as a holding place for *mazos de cabuyas*, needles and scissors to have on hand while weaving. The hammock length depends on the vertical poles proximity to each other, she has it set for three distances: one for full hammocks, one for seating hammocks and one for *coy* (which is a small hammock for newborns).

![Figure 6. Esmeralda’s hammock loom (left and center left), finished hammock and “manillas” (center right) end loops (right). Images by Jessica Almy Pugán (left) and author (right).](image)

First she *monta la hamaca* at the loom, placing the first element horizontally with each fiber aligned parallel to each other, passing the fiber from one vertical pole to the other. The width of the hammock will depend of the numbers of the first element turns. A wooden needle is an important tool at this point, Esmeralda’s are made by her son Pito. The needle is threaded, holding up seven to nine yards of cord, from each *mazo de cabuya* she can make six needles.  

31 Using the needle the hammock is made with linking stitches\textsuperscript{32} assuring a smooth and shiny surface. Thicker maguey *cabuya* is used for *manillas*, from where the hammock will be hung (Figure 6 center), and for the loops at the ends (Figure 6, right).

The whole process is long and younger generations of hammock weavers think it is tedious and non-rentable, it is faster, easier and less expensive to buy readymade cotton cord for hammock weaving. With it the long tradition of maguey processing is being forgotten.

Since the maguey hammock is one of the few textile object still weaved in Puerto Rico; maguey *cabuya* been one of the few fibers still produced by local artisans; both, fiber production and weaving knowledge coming down from so many centuries, very far from its more than two hundred year old stigma of laziness, it can be said that it is a weaving of perseverance and resistance in Puerto Rico. The hammock can be an object of pride of indigenous heritage, being incorporated to almost every household as a decorative implement, it is seen as a place to take a break from the daily fatigue. In some ways carrying on the laziness stigma, or maybe not, after all all hammocks originally were made to rest and sleep.

\textsuperscript{31} I pulled apart two of the needles threaded by Esmeralda and used the amount of thread at those particular needles as an example in order to have an idea of thread amount at each one.
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